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DRAMATIC TRASH HAULS and LOW OXYGEN in an EARLY “FIRST FLUSH”
Northern California was treated to much-needed rain in late
October. It was in fact the most rain ever recorded in a day since
the 1800’s (https://www.npr.org/2021/10/26/1049261810/recordrain-storm-drought-california). Severe drought conditions in
California were alleviated but not ended.
Rain is a mixed blessing at Lake
Merritt. The first fall storm sweeps
out trash and chemicals that have
accumulated from the city’s storm
drain system into Lake Merritt via 62
storm drain outfalls. After 18months of no rain, increased use of
parklands and, unfortunately,
increased littering and illegal dumping
during the pandemic, a major influx is
expected this year – just when the city
permit arrives due in 2022 to meet the
pledged goal of zero trash input to the
St. Paul's teacher Tony Bald bay over 2009 levels.
climbs down the seawall at
Glen Echo to reach trash.

Rain drives down dissolved oxygen in
the deeper layers of the lake. Fresh rainwater floats atop the very
saline (salty) water of the summer lake. The fresh layer prevents
oxygen in the air from reaching the deeper levels of the water
Before and after shots of clean-up at Glen Echo by
column. Closures of tide gates at 7th Street to protect the
Lake Merritt Institute volunteers.
community from flooding prolong this condition, called
stratification. Dissolved oxygen levels below EPA standard of 5 parts per million have been recorded since the
October 23rd storm.
With climate change, according to climatologist Daniel Swain of WeatherWest, we should expect to deal
sustainably with more intense weather and atmospheric rivers increasing "precip whiplash" despite little change
in average precipitation): https://nature.com/articles/s41558-018-0140-y#CAwater #CAwx
LMI in August and September: 9540 gallons of trash were removed from the lake by staff and volunteers in
July. Twenty-six used hypodermic needles were removed. Total trash collected to date in 2021 is 43,160 gallons.
LMI Director James Robinson hosted 271 volunteers, and gave 2 presentations.
0.0 inches rain recorded recorded by LMI rain gauge

LMI in October: 7950 gallons of trash removed from the lake by staff and volunteers in July. First Flush!
158 used hypodermic needles were removed. Total trash collected to date in 2021 is 54,110 gallons.
LMI Director James Robinson hosted 223 volunteers, and gave 2 presentations.
5.7 inches rain recorded recorded by LMI rain gauge

THANK YOU TO OUR AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER VOLUNTEERS! We appreciate
your efforts and community spirit. Great Job! Volunteer groups: MudLab, LM Advocates’ Summer of
Sundays, YouthWorks, Alameda County IT, Head-Royce students, our U-Clean-It self-organized teams, and the
LMI A-TEAM regulars. YOU can support the Lake Merritt Institute’s important work. Go to our website to
find out how. More photos in this email edition of The Tidings
LOVE YOUR LAKE! ………..

SECURITY CRISIS AT THE LAKE: On October 2nd, an unofficial camera caught someone setting a
trash can afire just outside the Lake Merritt Institute storage garage. Here is where the equipment is stored to keep
aeration fountains humming as well as supplies for the Clean Lake Program. It was the fourth time LMI was hit
by vandalism in the past month and it is inexcusable! The problem of park security was addressed in a recent
Town Hall convened by City Councilmembers Nikki Fortunato Bas and Carol Fife. It brought people from
different walks of life together to offer solutions. Top recommendations were to re-establish park rangers, develop
a robust park ambassador program to include education about the lake, and to work with homeless services.
https://oaklandside.org/2021/10/14/arson-lake-merritt-sailboat-house-uptick-vandalism-break-ins/).

What can YOU do to protect the environment at Lake Merritt for people and wildlife? As a
community member who uses the lake, you can model environmentally responsible behavior and report problems
to OAK311. YOU can join forces with other caring community members like you and become a member of The
Lake Merritt Institute (LMI). Volunteers for weekly lake clean-ups (email Executive Director James Robinson
at lmi@netwiz.net) or make a tax-exempt charitable donation to LMI to support our work. Use the membership
and donation form at the end of this newsletter or visit lakemerrittinstitute.org.

PELICAN SAVED BY OAKLAND ZOO DIES FROM INJURIES: In October, worried lakewalkers watched anxiously as an American White Pelican with a
fishing lure and hook lodged in its pouch grew weaker and weaker.
The injured animal was reported to Oakland Animal Services
at OAK311, but because it was able to swim and fly, a rescue could
not be made.
On October 27th, the pelican was rescued “using two kayaks and a
small motorboat to reach and then capture the pelican, by Oakland
Zoo’s VP of Animal Care, Colleen Kinzley, and Zoological
Managers Ann Marie Bisagno and Andrea Dougall … (It was) then
transported to the Oakland Zoo’s Veterinary Hospital for
treatment.” The pelican was named Merritt by Zoo staff. On
Saturday, October 30th, Merritt was transferred to International
Bird Rescue for further treatment. Unfortunately, even with the incredible professional care provided by both
the Oakland Zoo and International Bird Rescue veterinary teams, Merritt died on Sunday, October 31st from the
effects of the embedded fishing lure.
Commercial fishing is not allowed in Lake Merritt. The rules for individuals line fishing are less clear and
concern state versus city jurisdictions. However, entanglement, ingestion and other injuries from discarded line
fishing gear have been observed frequently by LMI volunteers and staff (See Tidings articles). When fishing
anywhere, never leave behind lures, hooks, fishing lines, or bait. Dispose of any gear properly in a box or
similar enclosed receptacle within designated disposal areas or at home.
The Zoo does not usually respond directly to citizen reports of injured wildlife. If you see an injured animal at
Lake Merritt, report it to Oakland Animal Services at 510.535.5602 and OAK311. Thank you to the Lake
Merritt community and The Oakland Zoo for a team effort!
Rescue details at: https://www.oaklandzoo.org/news/pelican-rescue.

Community Water Quality Report – Bombogenesis*!
Water quality was measured October 21st at the Lake
Merritt Boating Center dock by The Tidings editor
Katie Noonan and LMI staff Alfredo Sanchez.
Depth 1.7 meters; Water Clarity (Secchi Depth)
0.7meters Turbid (Normal during a storm)
Temperature: 19 degrees Celsius (degC) at the top (64
deg Fahrenheit)/18 degrees Celsius at the bottom (65
deg Fahrenheit) NORMAL

Salinity was measured by Katie Noonan and Alfredo
Sanchez (Rotary Nature Center Friends photo).

Dissolved Oxygen 5 parts per million (ppm) at the
top/3.5 ppm at the bottom. (Bottom does not meet
EPA standards). Low oxygen develops at the bottom
when there are two separate layers of water, one fresh
and one salty

Salinity 16 parts per thousand (ppt) top/35 ppt bottom
pH: 7 at the top/7.5 at the bottom NORMAL
(STRATIFIED)
*Bombogenesis is the word used to describe a powerful cyclone system with a severe drop in air pressure in its
center. The heavy rains these storms bring cause and prolong stratification and low oxygen in the lake.

Golden Fall at Lake Merritt – by Hilary Powers – Golden Gate Audubon
Fifteen birders, some local, one from far
away (India!), all fairly faithfully masked,
gathered for the September Golden Gate
Audubon walk at Lake Merritt. Many of the
company were new to birding, so we built in
a crash course on binoculars: eye relief
(meaning the movable bits on the eyepieces,
which want to be folded down if you’re
wearing glasses and turned up if you’re not –
not vice versa as is often said); right eye
adjustment (meaning the little marks under
the right eyepiece that allow the wearer to
reset the focus to make up for differences
between the eyes, which you probably don’t
have – glasses should fix the problem and
Belted Queenfisher* at the Rotary Nature Center; photo by Steven Summers
most sufferers are wearing glasses, so start
with the dot lined up in the middle); bird location (meaning how to get the bins onto the bird everyone is talking
about: look at the bird and don’t move your head as you ease the eyepieces in front of your eyes to magnify
what you see... if it’s still there).
The off-season is actually the best time of year to start birding, especially at Lake Merritt, where whatever birds
there are tend to be big or close or unruffled by human attention, or all three. It takes a while to recognize the
features that make one kind of bird different from another – just ‘cuz it swims, that don’t make it a duck – and
having fewer species makes it easier to keep track of who’s what. So it wasn’t disappointing to have the day start
with the regular regulars – the Mallards, the Canada Geese, the pelicans (both white and brown), the cormorants
– and an extra-special treat to have a female Kingfisher* rattle-clatter in to an easily visible perch. Kingfishers

sound like nothing else, and they call as they fly, providing a moving marker to help find them as they land.
Besides sound, the best bits to notice include beak shape and color, feet ditto, face patterns, and preferred spots
to perch and eat....
Most astonishing sight in a day full of astonishments: a bush full of Yellow Warblers, appearing here for the first
time since 2000 (also in September). They were in the corner of the bird paddock facing the nearest island,
probably only (only!) three or four birds, but they were moving around enough to look like a dozen. Warbler
season here is usually October through March, though we get a few in September and occasional individuals in
April, but even at the peak we don’t expect to see these bright guys.
And was that a blue squirrel? Nooo.... That creature perched sideways on the trunk of a redwood as though about
to head on around was a California Scrub Jay, but it’s amazing how the brain will fill in details like the bushy tail
a second look makes it clear the bird doesn’t have.
The Garden Center garden greeted us with an absolute cloud of Bushtits – uncountable flying mice (tiny, all gray,
very long tails; what else should I call them?) on both sides of the chain link fence. They filled in the spaces
between the little purple flowers, happily foraging and ignoring the enthralled group. Normally, the big thrill for
a new birder is to look through binoculars or a scope and suddenly see individual feathers, a sight that can change
the world... but here, you didn’t need the optics. The details were as clear as the wrinkles on your thumb knuckle,
and hardly farther away.
I was too busy absorbing visions of Bushtits to see it, but the garden entrance offered another golden treat: the
first Golden-crowned Sparrow of the year. They usually show up here in October, but we did have one last
September too – the first for the month since I started keeping records in 2009 – so the novelty hasn’t worn off.
The September trip fell on the autumnal equinox itself this year. That made it the earliest possible day for the
event, substantially reducing the chance of finding seasonal visitors – but hope led us on, well rewarded. Even
with no migrant ducks or grebes, the day’s total species count climbed to 40 (matching 2020’s several -year
record), and all comers passed yet another lovely morning at Lake Merritt.
***
AUDUBON BIRDWALKS AT THE LAKE: Join bird expert Hilary Powers any fourth Wednesday of the
month for a free “Bird walk” at the lake. Muster at the geodesic bird cage near the Nature Center at 9:30 a.m. for
what are always fascinating introductions to lake birdlife.
***

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE LAKE MERRITT INSTITUTE at the Farmer’s Market!
LMI A-Team volunteers are hosting a table at the Grand Lake Farmers' Market: November 13th and Dec 11th. We
would love to meet you and discuss lake issues with the public.

THE CLIMATE CORNER: HOW THINGS REALLY GET DONE IN
WASHINGTON
– A guest editorial by Dr. Richard Bailey
Bill McKibben once said that saving ourselves from climate Armageddon is less about education and science than
it is about money and political power. He appears to be right. Consider the recent efforts in Washington, DC to
craft meaningful climate legislation. What began as the Clean Electricity Performance Program in Build Back
Better legislation to reward utilities for increasing clean energy by 4 percent year over year, and ding them if they
don’t, has been degraded into plans that can be viewed as leftovers and scraps. While it is true that rebates for
electric vehicles, reduction in methane leaks, grants for businesses, a Civilian Climate Corps, better agriculture
and planting trees are great, they cannot reduce carbon emissions enough to lower existing levels of carbon in the
air, or even to prevent their increase. Also being left out is a tax on carbon emissions, which economists agree is
the best method to use.
Why can our Congress not pass effective climate legislation? The answer would appear be a version of “us” vs.
“one”.
In this case, “us” are everyday people who are burned out of their homes by fires, flooded out by hurricanes, sea
level rise and storms, threatened by water shortages and crop failures, sick from breathing toxic smoke, and
suffering from heat. “Us” also includes scientists that have been telling us that we have less than ten years to
drastically reduce carbon emissions, most economists, and about two thirds of Americans (1).
“One”, in this case, is a single Democratic Senator from West Virginia (as well as every Republican Senator).
Because the Senate is divided into 50 Democrats and 50 Republicans (and because every Republican Senator has
agreed to vote against the legislation) every Democratic Senator must vote yes for any legislation to pass under
the reconciliation process. The tie would then be broken by Kamala Harris, the Vice President.
That single Democrat is Joe Manchin (2). While it can be said that Mr. Manchin is simply representing the coal
miners that are his constituents, he is also feathering his own bed. “In the current electoral cycle, Manchin has
received more in political donations from the oil and gas industry than any other senator (emphasis added) more
than double the second largest recipient. He is also the No 1 beneficiary of donations from the coal mining sector,
leads the way in money accepted from gas pipeline operators” … In addition, “Manchin owns between $1-5
million in Enersystems stock, a coal brokerage firm he founded.” “The coal brokerage represents 71% of
Manchin’s investment income, and about a third of his total net worth.” (3). Does he consider this to be a conflict
of interest? It would appear that he cares more about his personal fortune than about what climate change is doing
to everyone else on the planet. He recently put the frosting on the cake by opposing reductions in methane, which
is a powerful greenhouse gas. Welcome to public enemy number one.
But what about all the Republican Senators who are refusing to vote yes? Although you could say that they
oppose the Build Back Better legislation because it also includes child and elder care, education, and health care,
most are also opposed to meaningful climate legislation (see “Why is this Happening” in the July Tidings). They
are also opposed because those who have gone against the party line espoused by Mitch (the big Despot)
McConnell are typically targeted for defeat by their party in future elections. The bigger picture also includes “a
powerful and secretive rightwing network and the influence it was able to exert on Trump administration policies
favoring the super-rich” … “conservative economic thinkers – from bodies representing the interests of some of
the richest individuals in the country”. (4)
So, there you have it. Money and political power have thwarted the best efforts of groups like the Citizens’
Climate Lobby (which mounted an all-out effort to get meaningful climate legislation included in Build Back
Better), environmentalists, scientists, and social justice advocates. That’s how things really get done in
Washington.

Such mis-use of financial wealth almost seems like part of humanity’s age-old struggle between good and evil;
such as between Naziism and the United Nations, or between the cold war and the joint Soviet/American space
station. Our hope is that this bi-polar disorder will eventually lead to a more enlightened society. Because the
atmosphere should not be a dump in which the wealthy disproportionately dispose of their pollution at the expense
of all of us, a carbon tax can, should, and must be a part of this society.
(1) (https://www.pewresearch.org/science/2020/06/23/two-thirds-of-americans-think-government-should-do-more-on-climate/)
(2) https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/15/climate/biden-clean-energy-manchin.html
(3) https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/oct/20/joe-manchin-oil-and-gas-fossil-fuels-senator
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/oct/25/secretive-group-influence-trumps-tax-cuts?

As the Earth’s Temperature Rises, what can we expect in Lakeside Park? SEA LEVEL
RISE

Inevitable 1.1 degrees Celsius

1.5 Degrees Celsius

If we allow global average temperature to rise 3.0 degrees Celsius by 2100
These images show projected future sea levels at Lakeside Park in Oakland, United States due to human-caused
global warming under two different scenarios. Climate and energy choices in the coming few decades could set
the destination, but the timing of rise is more difficult to project: these sea levels may take hundreds of years to
be fully realized. https://picturing.climatecentral.org/location/37.806235,-122.258427

Please direct questions and comments to The Tidings Editor, Katie Noonan, at ktnoon@aol.com.
“The Tidings” is published by the Lake Merritt Institute (LMI) entirely with private funding donated to LMI, and not with funds
from the City of Oakland. To contribute to LMI, use PayPal at the LMI website (lakemerrittinstitute.org) or send a check to: Lake
Merritt Institute, 568 Bellevue Ave., Oakland, CA 94610-5026. LMI is a California State non-profit corporation; IRS Code
501(c)(3): EIN 94-3214160

TIME TO MAKE A CHARITABLE DONATION TO THE LAKE MERRITT
The Lake Merritt Institute is a 501(c)3 non-profit charity, founded in 1992. We educate the public
about urban runoff and involve them in solving the problem. Result: Volunteers remove thousands
of gallons of trash each year that would otherwise increase the world ocean’s plastics crisis and
Oakland’s regulatory liability for water quality.
LMI is funded by the City of Oakland and by donations from caring people like you. Help us preserve our beautiful
and hard-working lake in the heart of downtown Oakland. You can pick up a membership application at our
Farmer’s Market table, or download it at lakemerrittinstitute.org.

